Making Music During the COVID-19 Pandemic Checklist

Based on scientific information*, music making during the COVID-19 pandemic is safe, providing appropriate steps are taken. This guidance is for school music settings and other places where there is live music happening. This guidance applies to both indoor and outdoor gatherings.

- **CDC guidelines related to hand washing, hand sanitizer, and clean surfaces are recommended in all music making activities.**
- **Masking with appropriate material remains the best way of reducing potential infected aerosol from circulating in an indoor space. Masks are recommended to be worn while singing and speaking.**
- **Depending on your comfort level, instrumentalists can wear masks only when speaking and slitted performance masks are optional.**
- **Bell covers made from appropriate material remain the best way of reducing potential infected aerosol from circulating in an indoor space.**
- **Distancing may be decreased to 3 feet, adjusting farther or closer depending on local conditions.**
- **Anyone playing an instrument that releases spit or condensation on to the ground should use a puppy pad to absorb the spit or condensation and then dispose of the pad properly.**
- **Sharing of music, instruments, and other equipment should be kept to an absolute minimum and proper hygiene should be in place when sharing does occur.**
- **In spaces with good ventilation rates and HEPA filtration, increased indoor rehearsal times of 50 minutes may be considered. A minimum of 3 air exchanges per hour should be used, if there are spaces with higher air change rates, you may consider longer rehearsal times.**
- **No mitigation is needed for outdoor performances depending on the level of local and state transmission rates. Outdoors remain the safest space for performances.**
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* https://www.nfhs.org/articles/third-round-of-performing-arts-aerosol-study-produces-more-scientific-data-for-return-to-activities